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Have fun discovering South East
Edinburgh On Foot, By Bike.
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For more information and to view maps on getting
around Edinburgh on foot and by bike go to:

edinburgh.gov.uk/cyclewalkmap

You can get this document on tape, in Braille, large
print and various computer formats if you ask us.
Please contact ITS on 0131 242 8181 and quote
reference number 15-0844. The ITS can also give
information on community language translations.
Designed by the City of Edinburgh Council 16.094.5/CE/KR/Nov 2016
Printed on 100% recycled paper, FSC® Recycled certified.

South East Edinburgh
Newington - Craigmillar
King’s Buildings - The Braids
Liberton - Gilmerton

The Rosslyn Chapel Way – QuietRoute
Rosslyn Chapel is steeped in history dating back
to 1446. Its exquisite stone carvings and windows,
alongside its recent fame from Dan Brown’s
book ‘The Da Vinci Code’, make the chapel a
very interesting visit. New signed and lit paths
from Edinburgh’s South Eastern areas provide an
excellent way to reach the chapel away from busy
traffic.

Route improvements:
• New surfaced path from Gilmerton to Loanhead
(linking on to Roslin via quiet roads)
• Full route signage with decorative finials.

QuietRoutes
The Council is developing a network of
QuietRoutes, which are routes for everyone, on
paths and low traffic roads. When completed
they will provide convenient and high quality
routes where users of all abilities can be
confident of getting to where they want to go.
Perfect for commuting in comfort and for trips
out exploring Edinburgh.
Each route has a number and colour to help
identify them on maps and signs. When
complete, every route will have blue signs that
indicate the route’s number, colour, destinations
and distances to help you find your way (see
photo above right).

The Innocent Railway path, Craigmillar
Castle Park
From the Meadows you can follow the Innocent
Railway path under Holyrood Park to link with
paths and quiet roads to reach Craigmillar Castle
Park. This parkland is criss-crossed by rough trails
though woodland with great views across the city.
Its hill top is crowned by the medieval Craigmillar
Castle that is open to the public.

Recent route improvements:
Upgraded path and removed steps from
Craigmillar Castle Park to the Royal Infirmary
of Edinburgh.

